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Sammanfattning

Dagens moderna bilar är ofta utrustade med enmängd olika sensorer som samlar
in information om bilen och dess omgivning. Stereokameran är ett exempel på
sensor som förutom vanliga bilder även ger information om avstånd till punkter
i dess omgivning. Denna information kan bland annat användas för att detektera
hinder och varna bilens förare om t ex en krock håller på att inträffa eller till och
med automatiskt bromsa bilen om inte föraren hinner bromsa själv. De objekt
som utgör en potentiell fara befinner sig oftast på vägen framför bilen vilket gör
vägytan till en lämplig referensnivå från vilken objektens avvikande höjd mäts.

Denna exjobbsrapport beskriver hur en skattning av vägytan kan tas fram för att
kunna skapamöjligheten att göra dessa höjdberäkningar. Hur den storamängden
data som genereras av stereokameran kan skalas ner till en mer effektiv represen-
tation i form av en höjdkarta är beskrivet. Vidare tar rapporten upp hur data
från olika tidpunkter kan relateras med hjälp av information från bilens rörelse-
sensorer och hur detta kan användas för att temporalfiltera höjdkartan. För att
göra skattningen av vägytan jämförs två metoder, en som använder en ransac-
metod för att iterera fram en anpassad vägyta och en som använder conditional
random fields för att modellera sannolikheten för olika delar av höjdkartan att
tillhöra vägen. Rapporten tar även upp hur kantstenar detekteras och hur den-
na information kan användas för att förbättra väganpassningen. Båda metoderna
för vägklassificering visar på goda resultat med några skillnader som tas upp
mot slutet av rapporten. Ett exempel på hur vägskattningen kan användas för att
detektera hinder är också inkluderat i rapporten.
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Abstract

Modern day cars are often equipped with a variety of sensors that collect infor-
mation about the car and its surroundings. The stereo camera is an example of a
sensor that in addition to regular images also provides distances to points in its
environment. This information can, for example, be used for detecting approach-
ing obstacles and warn the driver if a collision is imminent or even automatically
brake the vehicle. Objects that constitute a potential danger are usually located
on the road in front of the vehicle which makes the road surface a suitable ref-
erence level from which to measure the object’s heights. This Master’s thesis
describes how an estimate of the road surface can be found to in order to make
these height measurements.

The thesis describes how the large amount of data generated by the stereo camera
can be scaled down to a more effective representation in the form of an elevation
map. The report discusses a method for relating data from different instances
in time using information from the vehicle’s motion sensors and shows how this
method can be used for temporal filtering of the elevation map. For estimating
the road surface two different methods are compared, one that uses a ransac-
approach to iterate for a good surface model fit and one that uses conditional ran-
dom fields for modeling the probability of different parts of the elevation map
to be part of the road. A way to detect curb lines and how to use them to im-
prove the road surface estimate is shown. Both methods for road classification
show good results with a few differences that are discussed towards the end of
the report. An example of how the road surface estimate can be used to detect
obstacles is also included.
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1
Introduction

Modern day cars are often equipped with a variety of sensors that collect infor-
mation about the car and its surroundings. The stereo camera is an example of a
sensor that in addition to regular images also provides distances to points in its
environment. This information can, for example, be used for detecting approach-
ing obstacles and warn the driver if a collision is imminent or even automatically
brake the vehicle. Objects that constitute a potential danger are usually located
on the road in front of the vehicle which makes the road surface a suitable refer-
ence level from which to measure the object’s heights.

The idea behind this master’s thesis is to use data from a stereo camera (see Fig-
ure 1.1) mounted behind the wind shield of a vehicle in order to get information
about the road surface ahead. By using information from a sequence of depth
images together with information about the vehicle’s velocity and orientation, a
model describing the road surface in front of the vehicle is to be found. As an
example of a possible application, deviations from this fitted surface are to be
detected and tracked over time.

Having information about the road surface and obstacles in the vicinity of the
vehicle opens up for a range of interesting applications. If fast approaching ob-
stacles are detected in time, a collision can be avoided, or at least mitigated, by
automatically braking the vehicle. Smaller deviations in the road surface can be
used to preemptively adjust the vehicle’s suspension for better comfort and less
wear.

The application is implemented offline using pre-recorded data sequences, but
in the future the goal is to run the application online in a vehicle. To do that
requires real time computational speed which, however, has not been the main
focus during this thesis and is left as future work.

1



2 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Prototype of Autoliv’s stereo vision camera. The camera is
mounted on the inside of the vehicle’s wind shield.

Example of images representing the input data and the computed estimates are
shown in Figure 1.2.

1.1 Related Work

Several successful approaches to road surface estimation using stereo vision have
been presented before and some of the published research will be adapted for this
application. The main inspiration for this thesis is the research done by Oniga
and Nedevschi [2010] and Siegemund et al. [2011] who suggest different methods
for road classification and surface estimation.

Oniga and Nedevschi [2010] use a random sampling method called ransac [Fis-
chler and Bolles, 1981] to find road points and fit a surface model. Siegemund
et al. [2011] use a different approach with a tool that is quite commonly used
in image segmentation, namely Conditional Random Fields (crf) [Lafferty et al.,
2001]. In common for both suggested methods is that the depth images from the
stereo camera are converted to elevation grids with relative low resolution to im-
prove computational speeds. Both suggested methods also agree on the choice of
quadratic surfaces for modeling the road. Modified versions of both the ransac
and crf methods are implemented and compared in this thesis using elevation
maps to sort the input data and a quadratic road model for surface fitting.

Similar to [Oniga and Nedevschi, 2010] the estimate of the road surface is used
to find obstacle points that deviate distinctibly from the road. Obstacle points
are grouped into obstacles and tracked between frames.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Based on the previous research mentioned in Section 1.1 the following subprob-
lems have been identified:
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(a) Input Image. (b) Image containing depth informa-
tion.

(c) Elevation map. (d) Image where the road has been
found and surrounding objects have
been labeled.

Figure 1.2: An image from one of the cameras in the stereo system (a) and
the computed depth image (b). The elevation map (c) is estimated from the
depth image. The road surface (red) is modeled and obstacles are detected
and given labels (d).

• Converting the depth images to sets of Cartesian coordinates.

• Sorting the coordinates in a format suitable for the problem.

• Computing an elevation map.

• Formulating a road surface model that is sufficiently general to apply to the
most common road scenarios.

• Formulating a motion model for the vehicle.

• Predicting data grids between frames.

• Detecting curbs and fitting polynomials to their horizontal edges.

• Finding the data subset of the depth images that correspond to the road
surface.

• Fitting the surface model to the road data points.
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• Finding data points that do not match the fitted surface and classify them
as obstacles.

• Tracking obstacles between frames in a sequence.

An algorithm that solves these sub-problems and produces the wanted result is
suggested in the following section.

1.3 Algorithm Overview

The algorithm flow is illustrated in Figure 1.3, where it has been split up in
four sections. A more detailed version of this algorithm flow is included in Ap-
pendix A.

Calculation of
Digital Elevation Map

Road Surface estimationCurb detection

Obstacle detection

Obstacle labeling

Disparity data

Figure 1.3: An overview of the algorithm. Each part of the flow chart will be
discussed separately in more detail, throughout chapters 2,3 and 4.

The first task is to use the depth measurements from the stereo system to create a
digital elevation map (Section 3.1). From this elevation map, information about
eventual curbs (Section 3.2) and an estimate of the road surface (Chapter 4) is
extracted.

With an estimate of the road surface available, height deviations from the surface
can be calculated. Objects that deviate from the estimated road surface more
than a specified threshold are marked and tracked between frames (Section 4.3).

The resulting output after these steps are:
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• Classification of road points along with a fitted road surface model.

• Estimated horizontal delimiters for curbs on the left and right hand side of
the vehicle.

• Position of obstacles deviating from the estimated road surface and their
height above the estimated road.

1.4 Autoliv

Autoliv was founded in Vårgårda in 1953 by the two brothers Lennart and Stig
Lindblad as a dealership and repair shop for motor vehicles called Lindblads
Autoservice. In 1956 they started manufacturing their first safety product, a two-
point seatbelt, and in 1968 the company changed their name to Autoliv AB which
stands for AUTOservice Lindblad In Vårgårda. Autoliv AB and Morton ASP
merged in 1997 and the company Autoliv Inc, the current company, was formed.

Today Autoliv Inc. is one of the leading companies in automotive safety and
they produce a variety of safety products such as airbags, seatbelts and vision
systems, among other things. They have approximately 80 production plants in
29 countries and 10 technical centers in 9 countries. Autoliv has about 48000
employees whereof 4400 are in RD&E1.

Autoliv Electronics, a division of Autoliv, develops vision, night vision and radar
systems as well as central electronic control units and satellite sensors. They have
about 1500 employees primarily in France, Sweden, US and China.

In Linköping, Autoliv Electronics develops systems for night vision, mono vision,
stereo vision and also some radar-vision fusion. The night vision system has fea-
tures such as pedestrian detection and animal detection. The mono vision system
features are lane departure warning, speed sign recognition, vehicle collision mit-
igation, pedestrian warning and high beam automation. The stereo system can
do the same as the mono vision system, but with higher accuracy and during low
light conditions and also opens up for a new range of applications such as road
surface modeling.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 describes the framework in which the algorithm is developed. A short
introduction to how a stereo camera works and how 3D information can be ex-
tracted from two cameras is given along with a description of the data structure
that is used for sorting the information. The choice of surface model is discussed
as well as the motion model for the vehicle and how data is predicted between
frames.

1Research Development & Engineering



6 1 Introduction

What a digital elevation map is and how it is computed is described in Chapter 3
along with an algorithm for curb detection and a description about what the es-
timated curb is used for. In Chapter 4, two different classification methods for
estimating the road surface are presented. An application that uses the estimated
road surface in order to detect and track obstacles is also included here.

Results from the two road classification methods and the obstacle detection appli-
cation are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the experimental results
from Chapter 5 and some future work is suggested.



2
Systems and Modeling

This chapter describes the framework in which the algorithm is developed and
the models that are used for the surface estimation and vehicle motion. A general
description of how a stereo camera operates and how images with depth informa-
tion are generated is included as well as the data structure used for sorting this
information.

2.1 Development Environment

The algorithm is developed in a simulation framework inmatlab (see Figure 2.1)
reading input from pre-recorded data files. Data has been collected in different
traffic scenarios from several vehicles equipped with a stereo vision system. The
stereo system analyzes the captured images from its two cameras and computes
depth images which are stored together with information about the vehicle speed
and yaw rate from the vehicle can bus. Additional information about the vehi-
cle’s pitch and roll angles can be read from the visual odometry module. The
visual odometry module is created as part of another Master’s thesis by Jansson
[2012]. Depth images and data from the vehicle can bus are collected at a con-
stant frame rate of 22 fps.

2.2 Stereo System

The theory in this section is based on [Farnebäck, 2002, Chapter 2] but with dif-
ferent coordinate systems.

The stereo system consists of a stereo camera mounted in the front wind shield
of a vehicle. A stereo camera is essentially two cameras placed with known dis-

7



8 2 Systems and Modeling

Stereo System

can

Vehicle

File

Visual Odometry

Simulation Framework

Road surface

matlab

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the development environment of the application.
The suggested algorithm in this thesis corresponds to the Road surface block.

tance and orientation between them, making it possible to generate an image
with depth information. The cameras are modeled as simple pinhole cameras
with geometry as seen in Figure 2.2 where a point in the world given in cam-
era coordinates (x, y, z)Cam is projected onto the image plane at pixel coordinate
(u, v)Im. The camera coordinate system, (x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Cam, is chosen so the xCam-axis
coincide with the cameras optical axis and the (y, z)Cam-plane coincides with the
image plane, (u, v)Im. The image plane has its center at (−f , 0, 0)Cam, where f is
the focal length of the camera given in pixels. The points projected onto the im-
age plane, (u, v)Im, are also given in pixels while the points in the world are given
in meters. From Figure 2.2 the following relations can be obtained using similar

x̂Cam

ŷCam

ẑCam
v̂Im

ûIm(-f,0,0)Cam

(u,v)Im

(x,y,z)Cam

Optical Center

Optical Axis

Image

Figure 2.2: Geometry of a pinhole camera where a point in the world is
projected onto the image plane.

triangles:
yCam
xCam

= −u
f

(2.1a)

zCam
xCam

= − v
f
. (2.1b)
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The minus signs come from the fact that the pinhole camera produces an image
that is rotated 180◦ compared to the real scene as seen in Figure 2.2. Equation
system (2.1) with known image coordinates (u, v)Im has three unknowns but only
two equations. The additional equation needed is derived from the use of two
cameras. The two cameras, henceforth referred to as the left and the right camera,
are placed with their optical axis parallel and with a distance b between them
along the y-axis, where the distance b is called the baseline. The origin of the
combined coordinate system is placed in the left cameras optical center giving the
left image plane its center in (-f,0,0)Cam and the right image plane in (-f,-b,0)Cam
as seen in Figure 2.3.

ûrightIm

v̂rightIm

ûleftIm

v̂leftIm(-f,0,0)Cam

(-f,-b,0)Cam

x̂Cam

ŷCam

ẑCam

(x,y,z)Cam

(ul , vl )leftIm

(ur , vr )rightIm

Right Optical Center

Left Optical Center
b

Figure 2.3: Stereo geometry of two pinhole cameras and a point in the
world’s projection onto each of the camera’s image planes. In reality the
cameras have small differences in orientation, but this has been compen-
sated for in the available stereo data in this application which allows for this
simplification.

From Figure 2.3 the following relations can be obtained using similar triangles:

yCam
xCam

= −ul,leftIm
f

(2.2a)

b + yCam
xCam

= −
ur,rightIm

f
. (2.2b)

By subtracting (2.2a) from (2.2b) the following equation is received

b

xCam
=

ul,leftIm − ur,rightIm
f

. (2.3)

We introduce the disparity d := ul,leftIm − ur,rightIm which yields the following
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relation:
b

xCam
=

d

f
. (2.4)

How the projected points ul,leftIm and ur,rightIm are matched will not be discussed
any further because in this thesis the stereo camera provides disparity images as
input. A disparity image is an image where each pixel coordinate, (u, v)Im, has
the value of the associated disparity. This gives the simplified model of a stereo
camera as a single pinhole camera with a disparity image as output.

An example of a disparity image is seen to the right in Figure 2.4. The scene from
which it was computed is seen to the left in the same figure.

Figure 2.4: Scene image to the left and disparity image created from that
scene to the right. The color scheme in the disparity image stands for:
red=near, blue=far and black=no information.

Finally the coordinates of a point in the world given in camera coordinates can
be computed given the camera’s baseline b, focal length f , the projection’s pixel
coordinates (u, v)Im and the associated disparity value as follows:

(2.4) ⇒ xCam = bf
d

(2.1a) ⇒ yCam = − u
f xCam

(2.1b) ⇒ zCam = − v
f xCam.

(2.5)

This is done for all pixels in the disparity image creating a point cloud of data
points with coordinates given in camera coordinates.

2.3 Coordinate Systems

Data from the stereo camera is collected in a coordinate system that is dependent
on the camera position and orientation. If, for example, the vehicle drives over
a speed bump the camera coordinate system position and orientation changes
relative the surrounding environment which makes measured data appear at dif-
ferent coordinates between frames. The camera is mounted on the vehicle at a
known position and orientation but the position and rotation relative the world
varies when the vehicle is in motion. Transforming the data to a coordinate sys-
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tem at ground level under the vehicle with a ẑ-axis that is orthogonal to the
ground plane gives an intuitive representation of the data. The different coor-
dinate systems and the rotation angles are seen in Table 2.1.

Notation Description

(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Cam Camera fixed coordinate system
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Vehicle Vehicle fixed coordinate system
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Ground Vehicle fixed coordinate system with ẑ orthogonal to the

ground
ω Roll angle
θ Pitch angle
ϕ Yaw angle

Table 2.1: The coordinate systems and rotation angles.

2.3.1 Coordinate System Definition

Data point positions are measured with the origin fixed in a point following the
vehicle, but only move parallel to the (x̂, ŷ)-plane between frames. This coordi-
nate system which is referred to as the ground coordinate system, (x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Ground,
is created in two steps. First the center is placed underneath the front bumper of
the vehicle at ground level with the x̂-axis pointing straight forward, the ŷ-axis
pointing to the left and the ẑ-axis pointing upwards relative the vehicle. This
compensates for the cameras mounting position and orientation relative the ve-
hicle, which have been measured when the camera system is installed. To com-
pensate for the vehicle’s orientation relative the surrounding environment, the
vehicle coordinate system is rotated with the pitch and roll angles relative the
ground plane which are provided by the visual odometry module in Section 2.1.
How the different coordinate systems are positioned and oriented relative each
other and the vehicle can be seen in Figure 2.5.

x̂Cam

ẑCam

Optical
Axis

(Tx, Ty , Tz)Ground

ŷCam

x̂Ground

ẑGround

ŷGround
Ground

Figure 2.5: The camera coordinate system and the ground coordinate system
relative to each other and to the vehicle.
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As seen in Figure 2.5 the center of the ground coordinate system is not necessarily
at ground level at all times, for example when running over a speed bump. This
places the (x, y)Ground-plane a bit off relative to the actual ground plane, but the
zGround-axis still points up towards the sky orthogonal to the ground plane. This
is important when matching grid nodes between frames and will be described in
more detail in Section 2.6.

The vehicle rotation angles are roll, pitch and yaw. The roll angle is positive when
the vehicle tilts to the right (rotates right around the x̂-axis), the pitch angle is
positive when tilting down (rotates right around the ŷ-axis) and the yaw angle
is positive when the vehicle is turning left (rotates right around the ẑ-axis). The
rotation angles relative the vehicle are seen in Figure 2.6.

ŷ

ẑ

x̂

- +ω

(a) Roll

x̂

ẑ

ŷ

-

+

θ

(b) Pitch

x̂

ŷ

ẑ

+

-

ϕ

(c) Yaw

Figure 2.6: Definition of the vehicle’s rotational directions (a) Roll (ω), (b)
Pitch (θ) and (c) Yaw (ϕ).

2.3.2 Coordinate System Transformations

A summary of the transformation matrices and rotational angles which will be
used when transforming data points from camera coordinates to ground coordi-
nates are listed in Table 2.2.

Homogeneous transforms are used when transforming points between the dif-
ferent coordinate systems. This allows for affine transformations, in this case a
translation and a rotation, by matrix multiplication. This is done by introducing
a fourth element in the coordinate vectors, p := (x, y, z, 1)T. The homogeneous
translation matrix is defined as

T =




1 0 0 Tx
0 1 0 Ty
0 0 1 Tz
0 0 0 1




(2.6)

and is applied on the point by multiplying it from the left as seen below

T p =




1 0 0 Tx
0 1 0 Ty
0 0 1 Tz
0 0 0 1







x
y
z
1



=




x + Tx
y + Ty
z + Tz
1



, (2.7)
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Notation Description

T Translation matrix
B Rotation matrix
H Transformation matrix
Bx Rotation matrix for rotations around the x̂-axis
By Rotation matrix for rotations around the ŷ-axis
Bz Rotation matrix for rotations around the ẑ-axis
HA

B Transformation matrix that transforms a point from co-
ordinate system A to coordinate system B

Tx, Ty , Tz Camera’s mounted position relative the vehicle
ωc/v , θc/v , ϕc/v Camera’s mounted orientation relative the vehicle

ωv/g , θv/g Vehicle’s orientation relative the surroundings

Table 2.2: Coordinate system positions, angles and transformation matrices
used when transforming the data points.

where the first three columns are the translated point. Rotation of the point is
done in the same manner as described above with the rotational transformation
matrices defined as follows:

Bx(ω) =




1 0 0 0
0 cos(ω) − sin(ω) 0
0 sin(ω) cos(ω) 0
0 0 0 1




(2.8a)

By(θ) =




cos(θ) 0 sin(θ) 0
0 1 0 0
− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0
0 0 0 1




(2.8b)

Bz(ϕ) =




cos(ϕ) − sin(ϕ) 0 0
sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



. (2.8c)

When transforming a point between coordinate systems the order in which the
rotations and translations are performedmakes a difference. The rotational order
used here is Bz, By and Bx, multiplied from the left. The last operation is the
translation, T , which is also multiplied from the left. One big advantage with
homogeneous transformations is that no matter how many different coordinate
system transformations are needed, the data points can be transformed using
only one transformation matrix. For a more detailed description of homogeneous
coordinates see [Kelly, 1994, Chapter 2].

When transforming points from the camera coordinate system to the ground co-
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ordinate system two different coordinate transformations are needed. The first
transformation matrix, HCam

Vehicle, which compensates for the camera’s position and
orientation relative the vehicle is computed using the the following expression

HCam
Vehicle = TBx(ωc/v)By(θc/v)Bz(ϕc/v), (2.9)

where (Tx, Ty , Tz)
T is the position of the camera relative the vehicle coordinate

system and ωc/v , θc/v and ϕc/v are the mounting angles of the stereo camera
relative the vehicle. The second transformation matrix, HVehicle

Ground, compensates
for the vehicle’s orientation relative the surrounding environment by rotating
the the point using the roll ωv/g and pitch θv/g angles. The expression for this
transformation matrix is

HVehicle
Ground = Bx(ωv/g )By(θv/g ). (2.10)

The final transformationmatrix (2.11), which transforms the points from the cam-
era system to the ground system is computed by multiplying the transformation
matrices, again from the left.

HCam
Ground = HVehicle

GroundH
Cam
Vehicle =

Bx(ωv/g )By(θv/g )TBx(ωc/v)By(θc/v)Bz(ϕc/v)
(2.11)

Applying this transformation to a point in camera coordinates gives that point in
ground coordinates:

pGround = HCam
GroundpCam = (xGround, yGround, zGround, 1)

T . (2.12)

This transformation is made for all data points generated from the disparity im-
age, generating a new point cloud, this time in ground coordinates as seen in
Figure 2.7.

x
y

z

Figure 2.7: A point cloud in ground coordinates (right) and the disparity
image it was created from (left).

From this point on, coordinates without indices are relative the ground coordi-
nate system.
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2.4 Data Structure

In order to perform the calculations throughout the algorithms at relatively high
speed, a good structure is needed for organizing the data.

The input data is available as an image with a disparity value for every pixel
(this can be viewed as a grid with one value assigned to each node). Every image
consists of 0.6 Megapixels, or data points, each corresponding to a point in 3D
space. The resulting point cloud, as calculated in Section 2.3, is stored as a list
of measured coordinates in no particular order. This is not necessarily a bad way
to organize the data, but computational speed suffers from the relatively high
resolution. This could be improved by organizing the data according to their
position in some way.

By grouping the point cloud into a grid aligned in the horizontal ground plane
the number of data points is reduced to a more manageable amount. This is done
using a grid size of 64 × 64 groups which reduces the amount of data by a factor
of approximately 150. How the data points are sorted into the grid is described
in Section 3.1, where every node in the grid is assigned a height value to create
a Digital Elevation Map (dem). From the dem, the rest of the grid properties (eg
height variance or road point classification) are computed and assigned to the
grid nodes.

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the two different grid structures evaluated in this
thesis. To the left the grid is paraxial to x̂ and ŷ in the ground plane. To the
right the grid is paraxial to the ground projected disparity image plane.

Two different types of grid structures are evaluated in this thesis.

Paraxial to the ground plane

This grid structure has its columns and rows aligned, with constant spacing, to
the axes pointing forward, x̂, and to the left, ŷ, from the vehicle in the horizontal
ground plane, see Figure 2.8. Since the disparity data has lower resolution for
distances further away, computations for nodes further away from the vehicle
will be based on less information than nodes close to the vehicle.
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Paraxial to the ground projected image plane

This grid structure aims at basing computations for all grid nodes on approx-
imately the same amount of input data. This is accomplished by aligning the
grid columns and rows paraxial to the image plane, resulting in larger cells at
distances further away, see Figure 2.8.

The grid structure paraxial to the ground plane better visualizes changes in ele-
vation and will, for this reason, be used to create the figures in this report. In
Section 5.3 the result from using the different grid structures is compared.

2.5 Road Surface Models

Since the measured data points are affected by noise and contain possible outliers,
a surface model is needed to find the best description of all road points in whole.
Choosing a good road model is an important part of the road classification since
it defines which shapes could be possible matches for the road. This requires the
model to be flexible enough to describe the most common road shapes. However,
if the model is too general, the risk of modeling objects other than the road, e.g.
sidewalks or speed bumps, increases.

Surface models here describe the height as a function of the coordinates in the
horizontal plane (x, y) and some parameters (c).

z = f (x, y, c) (2.13)

The simplest possible surface model would be choosing f (x, y) = c, where c is
constant. This, of course, does not make room for many realistic road surfaces.
Adding slope to the equation results in higher order models, e.g. the planar (2.14)
and quadratic (2.15) surface models.

z = c0 + c1x + c2y (2.14)

z = c0 + c1x + c2y + c3xy + c4x
2 + c5y

2 (2.15)

An illustration of what these surfaces look like is shown in Figure 2.9.

x
y

z

(a) Constant

x
y

z

(b) Planar

x
y

z

(c) Quadratic

Figure 2.9: Illustration of polynomial surface models.
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The quadratic surface model is a common choice [Oniga et al., 2007, Oniga and
Nedevschi, 2010, Siegemund et al., 2010, 2011] since it can describe hills and wa-
ter drainage gradients with varying slope quite well. The planar surface model
is more limited when it comes to modeling surfaces with varying slopes, but can
still be used for finding road inliers, which is done when using the ransac clas-
sifier (explained in Section 4.2).

When modeling surfaces that span over large distances, the quadratic model
tends to bend away from the road at the far end of the surface. A way to fix
this problem is suggested by Oniga et al. [2010] where a planar model is attached
to the end of a quadratic model. Another suggestion to model more complex road
surfaces is using splines [Loose and Franke, 2010, Wedel et al., 2009].

In this application where the region of interest is relatively close to the vehi-
cle (where small height variations are clearly distinguishable from measurement
noise), the quadratic surface model gives a good approximation of most scenarios
and is used in both the crf and ransac classification method.

Fitting the surface models to the road points is done using a Weighted Least
Squares (wls) method:

c∗ = argmin
c

∑

i

ρi [zi − f (xi , yi , c)]2 , (2.16)

where ρi is the weight for data point i in the minimization problem. The weights
ρi are calculated during the classification, Chapter 4, and are used to increase
or decrease the influence of the data points on the estimated model. The result-
ing vector c∗ is the parameter selection for the surface model that minimizes the
squared, weighted and summed residual of the measured data points and fitted
surface.

Since both the planar and quadratic models are linear w.r.t. the parameter vec-
tor c, this minimization problem can be solved efficiently.

2.6 Motion Model and Data Prediction

Having information about the vehicle motion gives the possibility to relate data
at the current time instance to the corresponding data at previous points in time.
This enables the use of temporal data filtering. The more accurate motion knowl-
edge there is, the better the results from the filter. The available motion signals
are listed in Table 2.3.

All environment information (elevation, road classification etc.) for the current
frame is stored in a grid structure aligned in the ground plane, as explained in
Section 2.4. The pitch and roll angles between the camera and ground plane
can, however, vary from frame to frame. If this is not taken into account, data
grids from different time instances will not be aligned in the same plane. To be
able to relate data nodes from different frames, the two grids need to be aligned
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Motion signal Source Description

ϕ̇

CAN bus

Vehicle yaw rate. Estimated from a gyro-
scope.

v Vehicle longitudinal velocity. Estimated
from wheel rotation speed.

θ̇
Vision

Estimates of pitch (θ) and roll (ω) rates
from visual odometry.ω̇

θ
Vision

Estimates of pitch (θ) and roll (ω)
angles from visual odometry.ω

Table 2.3: Available motion variable estimates.

first. This could be done by projecting the previous grid in the same plane as the
current grid, but this projection is not unequivocal, as shown in Figure 2.10.

ẑ

x̂

Figure 2.10: Case where grid projection is not unequivocal. The dotted line
represent a cross section of the grid from the previous frame and the lower
line the plane on which to project the previous grid. The shaded part indi-
cates where problems could occur.

Since estimates of the vehicle’s pitch and roll angles are available for each frame,
it is possible to rotate all measurement data before creating the grid structure to
align grids from all frames in approximately the same plane. This is what has
been done in Section 2.3. Using this way, only the x and y coordinates need to be
considered when comparing grids from different frames.

Since all data is formulated in a coordinate system fixed in the vehicle, observed
world information will have different coordinates at different time instances. Cal-
culating the vehicle translation and rotation yields the transformation that puts
coordinates from different time instances in the same reference frames.

Since all environment data is sorted in grids aligned in the (x, y)-plane only the
horizontal movement of the vehicle needs to be considered. The data sets include
information about the vehicles yaw rate and longitudinal speed which is used to
calculate the rotation and horizontal translation of the vehicle between two con-
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secutive frames. This is done using a circular motion model with the assumption
of constant speed and rotation between the two frames (Figure 2.11).

r

α

l

ty

tx

x̂

ŷ

Figure 2.11: The vehicle’s horizontal motion is modeled using a circular mo-
tion model.

The input data sequence has a constant frame rate f which results in a delay of
∆t = f −1 between two consecutive frames. The rotation α and traveled distance
l become

α = ϕ̇∆t (2.17a)

l = v∆t. (2.17b)

When α , 0 we get

r =
l

α
, (2.18)

and the resulting translation is

tx = r sin(α) (2.19a)

ty = r (1 − cos(α)) . (2.19b)

In the special case α = 0, the translation instead becomes

tx = l (2.20a)

ty = 0. (2.20b)

To find out at which coordinates to sample data from the previous frame, the
current grid coordinates are transformed to put them in the same reference frame
as the previous time instance. This is done in the same fashion as in Section 2.3,
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using homogeneous coordinates.


xold
yold
1


 =




1 0 tx
0 1 ty
0 0 1






cos(α) − sin(α) 0
sin(α) cos(α) 0

0 0 1






xnew
ynew
1


 (2.21)

This grid transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.12 where the wanted sample
points have been marked. Sampling of the previous data is either done by linear

x̂new

ŷnew

x̂old

ŷold

Figure 2.12: Example of grids from two consecutive frames and their relative
alignment. The dotted nodes indicate where the previous data is sampled for
temporal filtering.

or nearest neighbor interpolation depending on the type of data. Suppose that
every node pi∈1,··· ,4 in Figure 2.13 holds a value V (pi ). Let di = ‖ps − pi‖ denote
the distance between node pi and the sample point ps. The resulting interpolated
sample value, V ∗, is calculated as follows.

p3 p4

p1 p2

ps
x̂

ŷ

Figure 2.13: Interpolation of a sample point ps from data points p1,··· ,4.

Nearest neighbor interpolation gives the value of the node closest to the sample
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point.

i∗ = argmin
i∈1,··· ,4

di (2.22a)

V ∗ = i∗ (2.22b)

Linear interpolation calculates a weighted mean of the four closest data nodes
surrounding the sample point.

V ∗ =




∑

i∈1,··· ,4
di




−1 ∑

i∈1,··· ,4
diV (pi ) (2.23)





3
Creating the Digital Elevation Map

The first section of this chapter describes what a digital elevation map (dem) is,
how it is generated, filtered and used. An example of a computed dem is shown
in Figure 3.1. A short section about curb detection is included at the end of this
chapter. Curb detection was not originally meant to be part of this thesis and will
therefore only be described briefly.

x
y

z

Figure 3.1: Point cloud of measured data points (left) and the resulting dem
grid (right).

3.1 Digital Elevation Map

As stated in Section 2.4, it is necessary to format the input data in a way that
allows for higher computational speed than the resulting point cloud from the
coordinate transformations in Section 2.3. A way to transfer the data from the
point cloud into the suggested grid structure is explained in this section. The

23
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resulting data grid with heights associated to each node is referred to as a Digital
Elevation Map (dem) as seen in Figure 3.1 and a flowchart of the dem creation
and filtering is seen in Figure 3.2.

Coordinate transformations

Grid sorting & height filtering

Temporal filtering

Disparity data

Previous dem

Filtered dem

Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the dem creation and filtering

3.1.1 Creating the Digital Elevation Map

Eachmeasured data point with x and y coordinates that are inside the grid bound-
aries are associated to their closest grid node. For each node a height value is
calculated based on the data points associated to that node.

There are different approaches to choosing the final elevation for a dem node
from the associated data points. Choosing the lowest or highest data point is
a simple and fast way, but a single outlier can override every other measured
point and displace the final elevation value. Choosing the mean of all measured
points is another relatively cheap (from a computational point of view) method,
but is also sensitive to outliers. In this application, histogram filtering is used
to determine the elevation value for a dem node. All data points for a node
are placed in a histogram which is then smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (see
Figure 3.3). The smoothing operation helps finding likely peaks in the histogram
where there are clusters of measured heights appearing with similar frequency.

The highest peak in the smoothed histogram corresponds to the most frequent
measured elevation in the node. In some cases, however, there are several com-
peting peaks at different elevations. This situation occurs when there are more
than one measured object at the same horizontal coordinates, e.g. a branch from
a tree hanging over the road. Since data points close to the road are of higher
interest to this application than objects higher above the ground level, the peak
closest to elevation zero should be chosen. This is accomplished by scaling down
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of points associated to a cell (left) and the correspond-
ing smoothed histogram (right).

the histogram at higher absolute elevations before choosing the highest peak in
the histogram. Figure 3.4 shows this weight curve and an example histogram be-
fore and after the weighting. The example also illustrates the difference between
choosing the smoothed and weighted histogram peak instead of calculating the
mean of all measurement points.
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Figure 3.4: Left: The smoothed histogram before weighting using the dashed
bell curve. The mean of all measured values is marked out. Right: The
weighted histogram and the final chosen peak.

3.1.2 Temporal Filtering of the Digital Elevation Map

As explained in Section 2.6, the vehicle motion information can be used to relate
world information measured at different instances in time. This is done for the
dem using a Kalman filter for each node’s elevation.

For a Kalman filter to work, estimates of the measurement and process noise are
needed. The Kalman filter also builds on the assumption that these noise distri-
butions are Gaussian, which is often not the case. During e.g. bad lighting con-
ditions the measured elevations can suffer from outliers which do not fit inside
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a Gaussian distribution, these outliers create distributions with so called heavy
tails. To handle these outliers a robust Kalman filter can be applied [Mattingley
and Boyd, 2010], which requires solving a convex optimization problem for each
node and frame. The regular Kalman filter solves a quadratic optimization prob-
lem, which has an analytical solution. For simplicity, the regular Kalman filter
was implemented and tested first and showed results that were good enough for
this application.

A theoretical approach for estimating the measurement variance (now assuming
a Gaussian distribution) is to assume an error in the stereo matching algorithm
(Section 2.2) and to calculate the corresponding offset in the elevation. A data
point with a disparity offset dǫ corresponds to a depth offset xǫ as shown in Fig-
ure 3.5. Using the results from (2.5) in Section 2.2 yields the following relation:

xǫ = bf

(
1
d
− 1
d + dǫ

)
=

bf

d

(
dǫ

d + dǫ

)
=

x2dǫ
bf + xdǫ

. (3.1)

And the resulting offsets in y and z can be computed as follows:

yǫ
xǫ

=
y

x
⇐⇒ yǫ = xǫ

y

x
(3.2)

zǫ
xǫ

=
z

x
⇐⇒ zǫ = xǫ

z

x
. (3.3)

The offsets are then transformed to the ground coordinate system, using the trans-
forms defined in Section 2.3, to determine the final estimated elevation offset for
the data point.

x̂World

ẑWorld

x̂Cam

ẑCam

xǫ

zǫ

Im
ag
e

Optical Center

Figure 3.5: Geometry for estimating a theoretical elevation offset from a dis-
parity error.

To take varying elevations due to moving objects into account, the theoretical
variance estimation is not enough. A variance estimation based on the measured
data is needed. This variance, σ2

k,prevNode, is estimated from the node elevation
at the current and previous frame and then added to the theoretical variance. To
handle the elevation uncertainty of nodes where the underlying data points are
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scattered, the variance of the data point heights part of the elevation estimation
for that node, σ2

k,associatedPoints, is calculated and added to the sum as well. The

final expression for the elevation variance is σ2
k = z2ǫ +σ

2
k,prevNode+σ

2
k,associatedPoints.

Though this is not a theoretically supportable approach, it has proven to give
good filtering results as shown in Figure 3.6.

A short description of the filter implementation follows using the notation from
Table 3.1.

Variable Description

k Measurement index
x̂k|k−1 Predicted state
Pk|k−1 Predicted estimate variance
ỹk Innovation
Sk Innovation variance
Kk Optimal Kalman gain
x̂k|k Updated state estimate
Pk|k Updated estimate variance
qk Process noise
rk Measurement noise
Qk Process noise variance
Rk Measurement noise variance

Table 3.1: Variables used for the temporal filtering.

For each dem node the only state is the elevation. The state is modeled as a
random walk with constant Gaussian process noise with variance 0.005m2. The
elevation state is measured directly with assumed Gaussian noise with variance
as described earlier in this section (Rk = σ2

k ).

xk = xk−1 + qk , qk ∼ N (0, Qk) (3.4a)

yk = xk + rk , rk ∼ N (0, Rk) (3.4b)

The time update in the filter is computed by adding the process noise variance,
Qk , to the previously updated estimate variance, Pk−1|k−1:

x̂k|k−1 = x̂k−1|k−1 (3.5a)

Pk|k−1 = Pk−1|k−1 + Qk . (3.5b)

The measurement update becomes:

ỹk = yk − x̂k|k−1 (3.6a)

Sk = Pk|k−1 + Rk (3.6b)

Kk = Pk|k−1S
−1
k (3.6c)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk ỹk (3.6d)

Pk|k = Pk|k − KkPk|k−1. (3.6e)
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of an unfiltered dem (left) and the corresponding
filtered dem (right)

3.2 Curb Detection

In cases where several possible road surface matches are available in the road
classification algorithm, a rough estimate of the road boundaries can be of great
help to push the result in the right direction. How the curb estimates are uti-
lized differs depending on which road classifier is used, crf or ransac, and is
explained in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. A flowchart of the curb
detection algorithm is shown in Figure 3.7.

Edge Detection

Curve Fitting

Filtered dem

Curb information

Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the curb detection algorithm.

The chosen approach for estimating the curbs is rather intuitive and leaves room
for improvement. However, improving the estimates requires more work and so
the implementation is only included as a proof of concept.

Distinct edges in the dem are found using an edge detector as described below.
With an edge map available, third degree polynomials are fitted to one curb on
the left side and one curb on the right side of the vehicle, if possible.
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3.2.1 Edge Detection

To reduce the risk of detecting false curbs, the dem is pre-processed and some
of the nodes are removed before searching for edges. All nodes with a height
below −0.5 m or above 1 m are ignored. Nodes with an estimated height variance
larger than a certain threshold are ignored as well. This threshold is set at two
times the median value of all node height variances. The remaining node heights
are low-pass filtered by convolving a Gaussian kernel to dampen effects of false
edges.

Gx =




−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
+1 +2 +1


 (3.7a)

Gy =




−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1


 (3.7b)

A binary edge map is generated by convolving the low-pass filtered height map
with the Sobel vertical, Gx, and horizontal, Gy , derivative operators (3.7) and
then thresholding the response values. The binary edge map on top of a dem is
seen in Figure 3.8.

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

Figure 3.8: An example of a filtered dem and the extracted binary edge map.
The extracted binary map is the white part of the figure.

To search for curbs on both sides of the vehicle, the binary edge map is split up
in a region for each side as illustrated in Figure 3.9.

3.2.2 Curve Fitting

For each region in the binary edge map, a third degree polynomial is matched us-
ing a Random Sample Consensus (ransac) method [Fischler and Bolles, 1981].
The idea is to randomly sample a few detected edge nodes in the edge map and fit
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x̂

ŷ

Figure 3.9: The binary edge map is split up in two regions. The area con-
tained within the dashed blue line (blue and green patch) is the area in which
the right curb can be detected and the area contained within the dashed yel-
low line (yellow and green patch) is the area in which the left curb can be
detected.

a third degree polynomial to these points using least squares. The fitted polyno-
mial is then evaluated with the rest of the edge nodes and receives a score. Then
a new set of random edge nodes is selected and the process is repeated. The poly-
nomial with the best score becomes the final estimate. The basics of ransac are
explained in more detail in Section 4.2 where it is used as a road point classifier.

The polynomial score is calculated in the following way. First all edge nodes with
a distance shorter than 1.5 ·

√
w2 + h2 (where w and h are the dimensions of the

grid node) to the fitted polynomial are extracted as curb inliers. The spacing
between the curb inliers along the x and y axis is calculated to find the longest
connected segment of curb inliers. If the length of this connected segment is
longer than 6 m and the length along x is longer than 3 m the segment is consid-
ered a valid curb match. The number of inliers in the segment becomes the score
for the polynomial.

Figure 3.10 shows an example of an estimated curb polynomial and the underly-
ing dem from which the estimate is computed.

Figure 3.10: Estimated curb lines (white) and dem projected on to the cam-
era image.
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Road Classification and Surface

Estimation

Estimating the road surface is a matter of identifying which points make up the
road and then matching a sufficiently general surface model to these points. This
is done by iteratively refining the classification and estimation in turns (repre-
sented by the double arrow in Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1: A dem grid (left) and the estimated road surface (right).

Two different methods of classifying road points are discussed in the next section.
One using Conditional Random Fields (crf, section 4.1) and another using the
Random Sample Consensus (ransac, section 4.2). crf and ransac as road clas-
sifiers are compared in section 5.3. An example of a road estimation is seen in
Figure 4.1.

4.1 Conditional Random Fields

One method for classification and surface fitting of road points is using Condi-
tional Random Fields [Siegemund et al., 2010, 2011]. The idea is to run an itera-

31
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Road classification

Road surface estimation

Height calculations

Filtered dem

Curb
information

Previous surface
estimation and

road classification

Height map

Road points

Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the road surface classification and estimation step
of the algorithm. The height map is computed by iteratively refining the
classification and estimation in turns.

tive two–step algorithm that begins with an initial surface estimate (on all mea-
surements or using the estimate from the previous frame if available) followed by
classification of road inliers, which then are used to refine the surface estimate.
This process is iterated, for a fix number of times or until a certain percentage of
all nodes have been classified as the same label.

This, slightly modified, version of the algorithm labels each point i in the eleva-
tion map (at time t) as either Road or Non-Road with probabilities pi,t(l) where
l ∈ {Road,Non-Road}. The goal is to find the labels that maximize the total prod-
uct of all labeling probabilities:

l∗t = argmax
l

∏

i

pi,t(l = li,t). (4.1)

The notation for the crf classifier section in this report is listed in Table 4.1.

4.1.1 Classification Probability Factors

The probability for a given point i in the elevation map to be a road inlier, is
modeled based on four factors.

Factor 1: Height deviation from the fitted surface
The node’s height deviation from the current fitted surface is used to calcu-
late a probability factor. The factor is sampled from a normal distribution1

1N (x; µ, σ) denotes the normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 sampled at x. Here, σ2
zi
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Variable Description

i Node index
t Time index
l Node label, Road or Non-Road
ρ Node weight
p Node label probability
γ Node probability factor
σ2
z Estimated height variance
β Tuning parameter
α Factor influence parameter
ν Normalization factor
f Factor node
v Variable node
µ Factor graph message

Table 4.1: Notation used in the crf classifier.

with mean zi and variance σ2
zi
as shown in Figure 4.3.

γi,surface(l) =

{
N (zsurface ; zi , σ

2
zi
), l = Road

N (βsurfaceσzi ; zi , σ
2
zi
), l = Non-Road

(4.2)

The parameter βsurface is available for tuning and affects where the proba-
bility for a node to be Non-Road is sampled.

zizsurfaceβsurfaceσzi

γi,surface(Non-Road)

γi,surface(Road)

z

N (z; zi , σ
2
zi
)

Figure 4.3: Normal distribution curve for sampling the road probability fac-
tor depending on the distance from the current fitted road surface.

Factor 2: Probabilities from the previous frame
The calculated probabilities from the previous frame are predicted to the
current frame as explained in Section 2.6.

γi,previous(l) = pi,t−1(l) (4.3)

is the node’s height variance from the elevation Kalman filter in Section 3.1.2.
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Factor 3: The distance along y to the closest estimated curb point
The distance along y from the node to the closest estimated curb line (Sec-
tion 3.2) is used to compute one of the factors. The factor value as a function
of the distance to the closest curb line yi,min is given in (4.4) and an example
of what the curb factor in the road probability function could look like, for
the label Road, is seen in Figure 4.4.

γi,curb(l) =

{ 1
1+exp(yi,min)

, l = Road

1 − γi,curb(Road), l = Non-Road
(4.4)
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Figure 4.4: Example of what the curb factor in the road probability function
could look like, for the label Road (seen from above). The dashed lines indi-
cate the detected curb lines on both sides of the vehicle. The intensity of the
shaded background shows the factor value for the positions depending on
the distance to the closest curb line. The factor value for the label Non-Road
is chosen so that

∑
l γi,curb(l) = 1.

Factor 4: Height deviation from the four neighboring nodes and their labels
The assumption that the smaller the height deviation between two adjacent
nodes, the higher the probability that they have equal labels is used to cal-
culate the final probability factor. Every node in the grid has four neighbor
nodes, j ∈ S(j), where S(j) is the set of the four surrounding nodes.

γi,adjacent(l, j) =


exp

[
(zi−zj )2
(σ2

zi
+σ2

zj
)
ln βadjacent

]
, l = lj (same labels)

1 − γi,adjacent(lj , j), l , lj (different labels)
(4.5)

The expressions are chosen so that when the adjacent nodes have the same

label and the height deviation between two nodes equals
√
σ2
zi + σ2

zj , then

the factor γi,adjacent(l, j) equals the tuning parameter βadjacent, see Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Road/Non-Road probability factors for a node depending on the
height difference to an adjacent node.

Another tuning possibility is introduced to balance the influence of each of the
four factors on the final probability. A factor γf has full (100%) influence when
defined as the γ-functions above. To reduce the factor influence, both the fac-
tor function for Road and Non-Road are pushed closer to 1. When γf (Road) =
γf (Non-Road) = 1, the factor has 0% influence. The balanced factor is defined as

γ̃f = 1 + αf (γf − 1), (4.6)

where αf is the influence tuning parameter. Combining all four, balanced, factors
yields the following expression for the road probability:

pi,t(l) =
1
νi,t

γ̃i,surface(l)γ̃i,previous(l)γ̃i,curb(l)
∏

j∈S(j)
γ̃i,adjacent(l, j), (4.7)

where νi,t =
∑

l pi,t(l) is used for normalization.

4.1.2 Factor Graph and Message Passing

The product in (4.1) can be illustrated as a factor graph that describes the relation
between the variables and factors of the probability functions, see Figure 4.6.

To find the set of labels lt that maximizes the expression in (4.1) we perform in-
ference by belief propagation on this graph structure. Connected nodes in the
factor graph iteratively pass messages in between each other according to some
rules (discussed later), to find the labels that satisfy the condition and the result-
ing probability. This algorithm is described as themin-sum algorithm in [MacKay,
2003, p. 334-340], where the calculations are performed in the negative log like-
lihood domain (max-product becomes min-sum).

Since the graph does not have a tree structure, not all message paths from one
node in the graph to another are unique (there are loops). Without any loops the
algorithm yields an exact solution after two message passing iterations, but since
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∼ v – Variable node

∼ fsurface – Factor node (surface)

∼ fprevious – Factor node (previous)

∼ fadjacent – Factor node (adjacent)

∼ fcurb – Factor node (curb)

Figure 4.6: Factor graph for a 4 × 4 grid.

there are plenty of loops in this particular graph structure, the result from the
message passing algorithm will only result in an approximation. Belief propaga-
tion on graph structures with loops is typically referred to as Loopy belief propaga-
tion.

When performing belief propagation for trees, a schedule is created that assures
that before a message is passed from node A to B, node A has received message
updates from all neighbors except B. Such a schedule does not exist for graphs
with loops. Often, however, the same algorithm can be applied to loopy graphs,
without the requirement of updated messages from neighbors. In many cases this
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will give a good enough approximation.

Let µkf→v(l) be the message sent from node f to node v at iteration k, S̃(f ) the
neighbors of node f in the factor graph (connected with an edge to f ), and γf (l, x)
the factor function associated with a factor node. Messages in the graph are up-
dated according to the following rules.

Factor to variable: µkf→v(l) = max
x


γ̃f (l, x)

∏

ṽ∈S̃(f )\{v}
µk−1ṽ→f (x)


(4.8a)

Variable to factor: µkv→f (l) =
∏

f̃ ∈S̃(v)\{f }
µk−1
f̃→v

(l) (4.8b)

In words, message updates for the current iteration are calculated from the mes-
sages from the previous iteration. A message update from variable v to factor f
is the product of the messages sent from all neighbors of v except f . A message
update from factor f to variable v is the maximum product, with respect to the
label combination (l, x) of γf and messages sent from all neighbors of f except v.
See Figure 4.7 for a graphical representation.

For this particular graph, factor nodes are connected to either one or two variable
nodes. For factor nodes with only one neighbor the product becomes the empty
product (= 1):

µkfsurface→v(l) = γ̃surface(l) (4.9a)

µkfprevious→v(l) = γ̃previous(l) (4.9b)

µkfcurb→v(l) = γ̃curb(l) (4.9c)

µkfadjacent→v(l) = max
x

{
γ̃adjacent(l, x)µ

k−1
ṽ→f (x)

}
. (4.9d)

Figure 4.7: Message passing examples. (Left) From variable node to factor
node. (Right) From factor node to variable node.
Thin arrows represent incoming messages and thick arrows represent the
resulting outgoing message.
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After a few message update iterations, usually between 3–5, the message update
no longer changes any node labels between iterations and the labeling and final
marginal probabilities for each node can be decided. The weight, ρ∗i,t , used in
the WLS surface estimation, is calculated from the marginal probability and esti-
mated height variance of a node.

p∗i,t(l) =
1
νi,t

∏

f ∈S(f )
µf→vi (l) (4.10a)

l∗i,t =


Road, p∗i,t(l = Road) > p∗i,t(l = Non-Road)

Non-Road, otherwise
(4.10b)

ρ∗i,t =
p∗i,t(l = Road)

σ2
zi ,t

(4.10c)

A new surface estimation is done for the points now labeled as Road and the
classification is repeated. After two or three iterations the surface estimation has
converged to the final surface estimation for the current frame.

The algorithm flow is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Surface estimation using Conditional Random Fields

if previousResult then
γt,previous ← pt−1 ⊲ Load previous probabilities
zsurface ← zt−1,surface ⊲ Load previous surface estimation

else
zsurface ← Initial surface estimation

end if
γcurb,adjacent ← (4.4), (4.5)
for m := 1 to nrIterations do

γm
surface ← (4.2) ⊲ The surface factor changes each iteration

for k := 1 to nrMessagePassingIterations do
µkf→v ← (4.8a) ⊲ Message passing: factors to variables

µkf→v ← Normalize(µkf→v)

µkv→f ← (4.8b) ⊲ Message passing: variables to factors
end for
p ← Normalize

(∏
f µf→v

)

l ← Road where p(Road) ≥ p(Non-Road)
l ← Non-Road where p(Road) < p(Non-Road)
zsurface ← (2.16) for l = Road ⊲ New surface estimation for Road nodes

end for
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4.2 Random Sample Consensus

A method for fitting a model to a set of data points consisting of both inliers and
outliers is the Random Sample Consensus [Fischler and Bolles, 1981]. The idea
with RANSAC is essentially to iteratively generate a model hypothesis and eval-
uate it with the data set. The hypothesis that best matches the data set becomes
the final model choice.

The hypothesis is generated by randomly selecting a small initial data set, C, from
the input data set, D. This initial data set is used to create a model M , which is
then compared to the data points in D. The data points that are close enough to
the estimated model are placed in a consensus set, C∗.

ransac terminates when the probability of finding a better ranked C∗ is lower
then a certain threshold. The best ranked C∗ from all the iterations is selected as
the final consensus set, RL, where the ranking is done based on the total number
of inliers. Using this set, the final model, M∗ is estimated.

The ransac algorithm presented in Algorithm 2 is a region growing version simi-
lar to the classification methods used in [Oniga et al., 2007, Oniga and Nedevschi,
2010]. The nodes in the elevation map that are computed inliers in M∗ are clas-
sified as Road and the outliers are classified as Non-Road. The notations used
when describing the classification method are seen in Table 4.2.

Variable Description

D Input dataset, dem
C Minimal Sample Set
C∗ Consensus Set
C∗∗ Final Consensus Set
M Initial Hypothesis
M∗ Final Hypothesis
RL Fitted Road Labels
RM Fitted Road Model
N Number of elements in D
NI Number of inliers in D
NIter Maximum number hypotheses to perform and validate
d Data Point, grid node
n Minimal data points needed to estimate the surface model
pI Probability of the elements in C all being inliers
ǫ Probability threshold of sampled points not containing out-

liers
βz Tuning parameter for weighing down the outliers from the

previous frame
σ2
z Estimated height variance
ρ Node weight

Table 4.2: Notation used in the ransac classifier.
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Algorithm 2 Region Growing RANSAC

Algorithm Initialization
for currentRegion = 1 to totalNumberOfRegions do

for i = 1 to NIter(currentRegion) do
Generate Hypothesis, M(i)
Generate Consensus Set, C∗(i)
if sizeOf(C∗(i)) > sizeOf(C∗∗) then

C∗∗ := C∗(i)
if sizeOf(C∗∗) ≥ enoughInliers then

Break 7−→ goto nextRegion
end if

end if
end for
nextRegion:
if sizeOf(C∗∗) ≥ enoughInliers then

Break 7−→ goto finalConsensusSet
end if

end for
finalConsensusSet:
Generate Final Hypothesis, M∗

Create Road Labels, RL
Create Final Road Model, RM

4.2.1 Initialization

First, the total number of regions to be used when fitting the model is chosen.
The regions are chosen as boxes growing from the front of the vehicle, doubling
in width and height for each step. An example with a 32 × 64 dem grid split into
4 regions is seen in Figure 4.8. The next parameter that is to be initialized is the
maximum number of iterations to perform, NIter. NIter is calculated by choosing
a threshold, ǫ, of the probability that no nodes in C contain any outliers (4.11).

(1 − pI )h ≤ ǫ (4.11)

If both the number of elements and the number of inliers in D are much larger
than the minimum number of elements needed for fitting the surface model, the
approximation of pI in equation (4.12) can be used.

pI =
(NI
k )
(Nk )

=
∏k−1

i=0
NI−i
N−i

NI , N ≫ k


⇒ pI ≈

(
NI

N

)k
=: pI (NI ) (4.12)

When, for example, using a 32×64measurement grid with 4 regions, the smallest
region in front of the vehicle usually has N ≈ 32 nodes and NI ≈ 26 inlier nodes.
Using a planar model when fitting the surface, the minimum amount of nodes
needed to estimate the surface model is n = 3. As the region grows NI and N
grow as well. With NI and N as low as in the first region, the approximation
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Figure 4.8: Four regions placed on a 32 × 64 dem.

of pI differs about 1% compared to the final region where pI only differs about
0.01%. To compensate for this the inlier probability threshold, ǫ̂, is chosen more
conservative for small regions. Equation (4.13) shows that the approximation
gives the minimum probability of C having only outliers. The same holds by
definition if we choose ǫ̂ ≤ ǫ.

N̂I ≤ NI ⇒ pI (N̂I ) ≥ pI (NI )⇒ (1 − pI (NI ))
h ≥

(
1 − pI (N̂I )

)h
(4.13)

In the first frame, N̂I is chosen as a percentage of the total amount of nodes in D
and in the succeeding frames N̂I instead is chosen as a percentage of the number
of inliers from the previous frame.

By inverting (4.11) the iteration threshold is obtained, when using the approx-
imation of pI from (4.12). The thresholds are calculated for each region using
only the nodes added to the region.

NI ter =




log(ǫ)

log
(
1 − pI (N̂I )

)



(4.14)

4.2.2 Outlier Removal

In order to improve the surface estimation the curb detection algorithm from Sec-
tion 3.2 is used to create two polynoms, one describing the left curb and the other
one describing the right. The nodes outside the fitted polynoms are considered
to be outliers and are removed from the input data set. An example of this is seen
in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Example of a filtered dem grid (left) and the filtered grid with
the nodes outside the curb removed (right). The white line in the right image
is the fitted curb.

4.2.3 Region Growing

With the assumption that the region directly in front of the vehicle is most likely
to be part of the road, a region growing method is a good choice when estimating
the surface. Using this assumption the algorithm gradually improves the surface
estimation by first estimating a model using only the nodes from the first region.
When the best consensus set from the first region, C∗∗1 , has been found, the best
consensus set from the second region C∗∗2 is iteratively computed using nodes
only from C∗∗1 . The selected nodes are chosen from both the first region and the
added region. When this has been done for all regions, the final surface model,
M∗, is computed. Using this model the final consensus set, RL, can be computed.

In order to speed up the algorithm a break condition is added to both the inner
and outer loops. For the first frame the inner loop breaks if the amount of added
region nodes are more than 80% of the total added nodes and for the subsequent
frames when the amount of added nodes are more than the amount of inlier
nodes in the previous frame. The outer loop have the same break conditions but
insted of comparing the added nodes, all of the inlier nodes are compared.

As described in [Oniga and Nedevschi, 2010, Chapter VI] there is a potential
problem when least-square fitting a quadratic surfaces using only the minimal
number of points needed. Therefore the initial surface estimation is created using
a planar model. After the first region estimation is computed enough nodes are
used for the surface estimation making it possible to use a quadratic model.

4.2.4 Hypothesis Generation

The minimal sample set, C, is created by randomly sampling nodes from the
area added by each region that also coincide with the best set generated from the
previous region growing area. The number of sampled nodes are the minimum
amount of elements needed to estimate the surface model.

Using the nodes in C, a surface model M is fitted using a weighted least square
(WLS) method. The nodes used in the WLS estimation are weighted by dividing
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each node by its estimated height variation, σ2
z . The nodes that were outliers in

the previous frame are weighted down even more using a tuning parameter, βz :

ρ =
βz

σ2
z

. (4.15)

The surface model used in the WLS estimation to create the initial model, M, is
one of the models described in Section 2.5.

4.2.5 Generating Consensus Set

The model error is defined as the vertical distance between the node and the
closest distance to the estimated surface, z−z∗. When using this way ofmeasuring
the error, the consensus set is defined as:

C := {d ∈ D : |z − z∗| ≤ ∆zTOT (x)} . (4.16)

To calculate the error threshold, ∆zTOT (x), we use the error derived from the
rounding error in the disparity image, zErr , as described in Section 3.1.

∆z = zErr + zErrx (4.17)

zErrx is the error when adding information about the road incline. The incline
is gained by taking the derivative the road surface along the x-axis. In order to
disregard small deviations in the road such as leafs an small rocks etc. a constant
bound, ∆h, around the road surface is added. See Figure 4.10 for an illustration
of these thresholds. ∆zTOT (x) is the inlier threshold used when selecting nodes

z

x

∆h

∆z(x)
RoadSurface

z

x

RoadSurface

∆zTOT(x)

Figure 4.10: The left figure shows the inlier thresholds from a constant band
around the road surface, (red line, ∆h), and the error derived from an as-
sumed constant rounding error in the disparity image, (blue line, ∆z(x)).
The total error threshold, ∆zTOT(x), is seen in the figure to the right.

for the consensus set, C∗. C∗ is ranked based on the number of inliers and kept if
it has more inliers than the previous best consensus set C∗∗.

If the total number of inliers in C∗∗ is greater than the predicted amount of inliers
then the current region iteration is aborted and the algorithm continues on the
next region.

4.2.6 Generating Final Model and Labeling

When C∗∗ has been gradually refined throughout the regions, the final hypothesis
M∗, is created using all the nodes in C∗∗ and also the predicted inlier nodes from
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the previous frame. Based on this final model, a final consensus set RL is created.
All nodes in RL are classified as Road and all other nodes are classified as Non-
Road. The largest connected area of the from RL is used to create the final road
model RM using the same weights as before. An example of the labeled points
and the fitted surface can be seen in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: The road estimation using ransac (left) and the fitted surface
on those nodes (right)

4.3 Example Application: Obstacle Detection

With an estimate of the road surface available, it is possible to detect which grid
nodes deviate from this surface and should be considered obstacles. It is neces-
sary to decide how large this deviation needs to be in order for the node to be con-
sidered outside the surface. The minimum threshold naturally differs depending
on the measured elevation accuracy and so the threshold is chosen as σz , where
σz is derived in Section 3.1. A flowchart of the obstacle detection application is
shown in Figure 4.12.

Detect obstacle nodes

Group obstacle nodes

Height map Road points

Previous
obstacle labeling

Obstacle labeling

Figure 4.12: Flowchart of the obstacle detection section of the algorithm.

The height deviation from the road surface is calculated for all nodes not marked
as Road in the road classifier. These deviations are then thresholded at σz to
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create a binary map of all obstacle nodes. To group these obstacles nodes into
objects each connected component in the binary map receives a unique label us-
ing a connected component labeling algorithm [Di Stefano and Bulgarelli, 1999].
An example of a binary obstacle map and the resulting labels from the labeling
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.13.

(a)

1
1
1

1
1 1

1
1
1 22

2

2

3
33

(b)

Figure 4.13: Example of a binary obstacle map (a) and the resulting la-
bels (b). Shaded nodes indicate an obstacle.

To keep track of the obstacles between frames, the labels from the previous frame
are predicted to the current frame using nearest neighbor interpolation (as de-
scribed in Section 2.6). The predicted label map is intersected with the current
binary obstacle map to determine which obstacle nodes have been consistent be-
tween frames. The consistent obstacle labels are transferred to the new obstacle
map going from the largest to the smallest overlapping label. See Figure 4.14 for
an example of this tracking method.

The final result becomes an elevation map where the road and separate obstacles
are detected, see Figure 4.15.
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(d)

Figure 4.14: Example of how the obstacle labels are kept track of between
frames. The labels from the previous frame (a) are intersected with the
obstacle map from the current frame (b) to find the consistent obstacle
nodes (c). The transferred labels are then expanded to fill the overlapping
obstacles (d). In the case where several labels overlap the same obstacle in
the current frame, the label with the largest area is chosen.

Figure 4.15: Two detected obstacles projected back onto the camera image.



5
Experimental Results

The complete algorithm has been run on several hours of stereo data collected
along highways, country roads and urban environments. Both the crf and the
ransac classifier have been used to generate outputs for these sequences and
their general results are presented in this chapter. A short evaluation of the ob-
stacle detection is included as well.

5.1 CRF Evaluation

crf shows to be a powerful tool for road surface classification. The factors, as
described in Section 4.1, that effectively determine the road classification each
provide information that contributes to a better final result. How each factor
influences the result and how the tuning parameters are chosen will be described
in this section.

The first step in the tuning process was to disable all factors except γsurface that
describes how the possibility of a node to be part of the road changes depending
on the vertical distance to the current estimated road surface. The tuning pa-
rameter βsurface was tuned until this factor alone classified a majority of the road
nodes in a simple scenario with only a couple of obstacles nearby. Very often
the crf classifier finds large parts of the road without any of the other factors
involved. An example of the classified road points with only the γsurface factor en-
abled is shown in Figure 5.1. Between the nodes classified as Road many nodes
are missed that could falsely become detected obstacles.

To fill in the missed Road nodes, the factor γadjacent is enabled. The tuning fac-
tor βadjacent decides how much the height difference between two adjacent nodes
should be punished when propagating their labels and is balanced to fill the

47
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Figure 5.1: Example of the classified road nodes using only the factor γsurface
in the crf classifier.

missed nodes while avoid adding new false Road classifications. The influence
tuning parameters αsurface and αadjacent are kept at 100% since these two factors
make up the core of the classification. The result of including the factor γadjacent
is shown in Figure 5.2.

A common scenario is the vehicle driving alongside a sidewalk. In those cases
several large flat surfaces are present in the proximity of the vehicle and a choice
has to be made which one should be considered the road surface. Without mak-
ing an active choice, it is not certain whether the road or the sidewalk is modeled.
In some cases even both surfaces are included in the model, with a discontinuity
at the border in between them. To push the classifier in the right direction when
these ambiguities exist, the factor γcurb is included. Nodes to the right of the right
hand curb become less likely to be part of the node as well as nodes to the left of
the left hand curb. Many cases of the described problem are solved this way, an
example of this is shown in Figure 5.3. The influence tuning parameter αcurb is
lowered so that information from the other factors can overrule the factor γcurb
in cases where a false curb has been detected. The γcurb factor still has great influ-
ence when indicating the same situation as the other factors since it pushes the
classifier in the right direction in cases where there are several possible outcomes
of the classification, as described above.

The crf classifier runs in two nested loops as explained in Section 4.1. The top
loop consists of a classification step followed by a surface estimation step, where
the nested loop takes care of the message passing needed for the classification.
With no previous information, around 5 iterations are needed for the top loop
and 5 iterations for the nested loop to converge to the final value. By adding the
γprevious factor the classifier is initialized with data from the previous frame. This
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Figure 5.2: Result of including the factor γadjacent. The road nodes missed in
Figure 5.1 are now mostly detected.

Figure 5.3: Example of when several surfaces have beenmodeled as one (left)
and how the problem is fixed using the factor γcurb (right).

brings the first classification iteration significantly closer to the final value and
reduces the number of top iterations needed to around 2, often even 1. Introduc-
ing the factor does not require a significant amount of extra computational effort
and so the classification algorithm is speeded up by a factor of 3. The influence
tuning parameter αprevious is lowered to find a balance between new information
and information from the previous frame. Setting the influence parameter too
high could prevent relevant new information to be suppressed by old erroneous
information.

The crf classifier with 2 top iterations and 3 message passing iterations running
in matlab on the setup described in Section 2.1 takes approximately 20 ms for
each frame. This could be sped up significantly by exploiting the fact that the
computations for each node in the same iteration of the message passing loop
can be made in parallel due to the messages only depending on data from the
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previous iteration.

Some examples of the crf classifier result using all four factors with the resulting
values from the tuning method described are shown in Figure 5.4. The chosen
tuning values are listed in the table below.

Tuning parameter Value

αsurface 100% (Default)
αadjacent 100% (Default)
αcurb 25%
αprevious 50%

βsurface 0.7
βadjacent 0.3

Table 5.1: Chosen values for the crf classifier tuning parameters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: Road classification and estimated surface for a few example
frames using all four factors in the crf classifier. The figures to the left
are the input dem and the figures to the right show the estimated road sur-
face. In (a) the curb and approaching car have successfully been omitted in
the road surface estimate. Figure (b) shows a scenario where a speed bump
followed by a large elevated surface is omitted from the final road surface
estimate. Figure (c) shows a scenario with two cars where the road surface
has been estimated successfully.
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5.2 RANSAC Evaluation

The ransac classification algorithm is good for removing outliers when the in-
put dataset has more inliers than outliers which is the case in most scenarios.
With the use of region growing refinement, curb detection and information from
previous sets the classification algorithm can manage to find the road even if the
amount of outliers is greater than 50%. Even if the road surface takes up the the
larger part of the image there might be a larger surface that consists of part of
the road and part of the areas next to the road. An example of this is seen in
Figure 5.5 where the classification algorithm is used without any of the improve-
ments.

Figure 5.5: Example of when the surface has been matched to part of the
road and areas on both side of the road.

The region growing refinement uses the area just in front of the vehicle when
generating the first consensus set C∗∗1 and it is the inlier nodes from this set that
are used when estimating the following consensus sets. This means that chosen
inliers from C∗∗1 all lie on or close to a surface similar to the one closest to the ve-
hicle making the following consensus sets focus on the nodes that lie on a similar
surface. An example of how the fitted road surface is refined using four regions
is seen in Figure 5.6.

After the surface has been refined throughout the four regions the final hypoth-
esis is created using the final consensus set, C∗∗4 , with the predicted nodes from
the previous frame added to the set, see Figure 5.7.

Driving next to a sidewalk is a common scenario in urban environments. A prob-
lem with this scenario is that the shape of both the road and the pavement are
flat surfaces. If the pavement makes up the larger surface of the two there is a
chance that the classifier will choose that surface instead of the road unless the
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Figure 5.6: Example of how the fitted surface is refined through region grow-
ing.

outliers are removed. Region growing refinement reduces this problem since the
pavement has to be in the initial region in order for this to be a problem.

With a low sidewalk there is a potential problem that the sidewalk gets labeled
as road. This problem occurs even with region growing refinement since the
ransac classifier chooses inlier nodes based on their height distance to the fitted
road surface. The use of curb detection solves this problemmost of the times and
an example of a scenario where this occurs is seen in Figure 5.8.

Another problem that can occur is when the area outside a curb is slanted in a
way that the outside area lies on the same surface as the fitted road creating two

Figure 5.7: Example of a fitted surface using only the final consensus set C∗∗4
(left) and with added information from the previous frame (right).
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Figure 5.8: Example of when both the road and the sidewalk has been se-
lected as road (left) and how the use of curb detection solves the problem
(right).

surfaces. This problem gets solved most times when the largest connected area
is selected for the final surface. But there are times when surfaces get connected
creating a surface that is both road and part outside the road and again the use
of curb detection shows to fix most of these scenarios. An example of a scenario
where this occurs and the fitted surfaces of both with and without curb detection
is seen in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Example of when both the road and a part outside the curb has
been selected as road (left) and how the use of curb detection (middle) and
taking the largest connected area (right) both solve the problem.

The ransac classifier selects inlier nodes based on their height distance to the
fitted road surface which means that the resulting surface estimation might have
some holes in places where the input data is affected of heavy noise as seen in
Figure 5.10.

Since the ransacmethod is based on random samples there is no guarantee that
the final fitted surface will be the road, but in most cases it manages to find it.
Some examples of the ransac classifiers resulting surface estimations are seen
in figure Figure 5.11.

The number of iterations the algorithm performs changes depending on the total
amount of valid nodes and the number of predicted inliers from the previous
frame makes the computation time vary for each frame. Another thing affecting
the computational time is the break conditions. The fact that the computational
time varies is not good for some real time application where the execution times
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Figure 5.10: Example of a dem grid with noisy measurements (left) and the
ransac surface estimation containing holes due to the noise.

need to be consistent.

Normally the total number of iterations needed for convergence lie between 2
and 8 iterations taking about 5 − 10 ms to compute in matlab. This is the case
in 4 out of 5 times. The other times the amount of iterations lie between 20
and 50 taking between 15 − 30 ms to compute. Since the classifier uses random
samples there are situations where the number of iterations are as many as 100-
200, taking up to 300 ms to compute, however this is easily handled by setting
an upper limit for the number of iterations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: Road classification and estimated surface for a few example
frames using the ransac classifier.
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5.3 CRF & RANSAC - A Comparison

The classifier’s performances were evaluated by manually observing a sequence
of 6290 images and counting the number frames where the fitted surface in-
cluded points that were not part of the road. Road classified parts just next to
the road at the same height, i.e. grass, are not counted as false matches. With
this in mind both classifiers managed to find the majority of the road nodes in all
frames but in some frames there were also some non-road points included. The
ransac classifier included non-road points in 150 frames, 2.38% of all frames,
and the crf in 125 frames, 1.99% of all frames. These results show that both the
crf and the ransac classifier perform well in the tested data sequences. In gen-
eral, the biggest difference between them is that the crf classifier gives a more
dense road node classification than ransac. This is due to the ransac classifier
basing the decision if a node should be considered a road inlier only on its height
deviation from the road surface. Nodes with noisy height measurements that are
outside this inlier threshold, are therefore excluded from the set of road nodes
even if they are really part of the road. This results in the road node classifica-
tion sets having holes for positions with noisy data. The way in which the crf
classifier is implemented takes the variance of the measured heights into account
when modeling the probability of a node being part of the road. Nodes that de-
viate from the road surface due to high noise are therefore often still included in
the road node set. The difference between the crf and ransac road classification
can be seen in the images to the left in Figure 5.12.

The scatter plots to the right in Figure 5.12 illustrate these properties quite well.
Every node classified as road is marked with its height deviation from the road
surface and its distance from the vehicle. The crf classifier shows larger height
scattering due to including the noisy data that is ignored by the ransac classifier.
The colors in the scatter plots indicate the percentage of nodes counted from
height zero at different distance intervals. Blue nodes indicate 68.2% percent of
the nodes closest to height zero. At distances closer than 10 m from the vehicle
a majority of the classified road nodes are closer than 1 cm to the estimated road
surface.

Estimated curb lines provide useful information for both the crf and the ransac
classifier as shown in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. How the curb lines are used
to improve the road classification however differs between the two. The ransac
classifier interprets the lines as sharp borders where no possible road node can
lie on the opposite side. The crf classifier uses the distance to the curb lines as a
factor when modeling the probability of a node to be part of the road. The direct
removal of nodes assumed to be on the opposite side of curbs makes the ransac
classifier very sensitive to false curb line detections whereas the crf classifier
suppresses this false information if it does not fit in with the other factors.

Both classifiers operate at realtime speed in the matlab environment described
in Section 2.1. The crf classifier runs at approximately 20 ms per frame and the
ransac classifier usually takes around 5 to 10 ms per frame.
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(a) crf with a grid paraxial to the ground plane.
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(b) ransac with a grid paraxial to the ground plane.
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(c) crf with a grid paraxial to the ground projected disparity image plane.
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(d) ransac with a grid paraxial to the ground projected disparity image plane.

Figure 5.12: Comparison of grid structures and classifiers. Left: Estimated
road surfaces. Right: Road node height deviations from the estimated sur-
face plotted along their horizontal distance. Colors indicate the percentages
counted from height zero. Blue = 68.2%, Green = 95.6% and Red = 99.7%
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5.4 Obstacle Detection Evaluation

With height measurements in a horizontal grid and a good estimate of the road
surface available, it is shown that a relatively simple but still effective obstacle
detection can be achieved by comparing a node’s deviation from the road surface
to its estimated height deviation. A requirement is that the estimated height
deviations correspond, or at least come close to the real deviations. It shows that
the variance approximation in Section 3.1.2 provides sufficiently reliable results
for this to work.

Example results showing detected obstacles together with estimated road sur-
faces and curb lines can be seen in Figure 5.13.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Two example results from the obstacle detection. To the left
are the dem inputs and to the right are the final outputs from the algorithm.
Red areas are the classified road nodes with the estimated road surface. The
white lines are the estimated curb lines. The colored objects mark detected
obstacles, where each color represents a separate object.

The method for detecting and tracking obstacles described in this thesis only
works in relative simple scenarios. Object shapes are not taken into consideration
when distributing their labels, and so several adjacent objects can receive the
same label as shown in Figure 5.14. Another problem is when moving objects,
e.g. vehicles or pedestrians, in some time instance come close to each other they
can be perceived as the same object and will therefore receive equal labels as
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shown in Figure 5.15. A more advanced method for keeping track of different
objects and allowing them to overlap is needed to solve this problem.

Figure 5.14: Example of the object detection marking an obstacle that con-
sists of several different parts. In this case a curb, a speed bump and a traffic
isle. To the left is the dem input and to the right the estimated road surface
(red), the estimated curb line (white) and the detected obstacle (purple).

Figure 5.15: Example of two objects receiving the same label when coming
close to each other. To the left, two vehicles being recognized as different
objects. To the right, the vehicles are too close to be recognized as different
objects using the tracking method described.



6
Concluding Remarks

This final chapter discusses the conclusions made throughout the work process
and lists some of the possible improvements of the suggested implementation.

6.1 Conclusions

Two methods for estimating the road surface in front of a vehicle using data from
a stereo camera have been implemented and evaluated. Both methods used eleva-
tion maps for sorting the measurements which turned out to be a practical light
weight representations of the higher resolution depth image data.

Temporally filtering the dem turned out to handle the measured elevation noise
quite well. The assumption that the measurement noise is Gaussian does not
always hold which in some cases gives the impression of some measurements
being more reliable than they actually are. The most clear sign of this is when
nodes with noisy elevation measurements (outliers) are falsely classified as obsta-
cle nodes. A more accurate noise model would be required to solve this problem
which is suggested in Section 3.1.2.

Even with the relatively simple curb detection method suggested, a great im-
provement of the road surface estimation could be shown. A nice property of
the crf classifier turned out to be that false curb lines were effectively ignored
while positive curb lines strengthened the classification and helped selecting the
correct surface where ambiguities developed. A single frame with a correct curb
line estimation is often enough to keep the crf classifier on the right track for
long sequences due to the temporal connection that is provided by the γprevious
factor described in Section 4.1. Both the crf and ransac classifier would, how-
ever, benefit from a more reliable curb estimate. The curb detection method
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presented by Siegemund et al. [2010, 2011] could probably give better results.
Instead of trying to find edge points that make up the curb lines, this method
instead estimates one surface for both the road and the sidewalk. The border be-
tween those surfaces is assumed to make up the curb line. Basing the curb line
estimation on all points for both these surfaces greatly increases the robustness
of the curb estimation compared to using only the points that are part of the curb
edge.

Using wls for fitting a quadratic surface model to a set of points is a very fast
method due to the fact that the model is linear w.r.t. to its parameter vector.
Finding the optimum parameters for a set of 64 × 64 coordinates takes around
0.5 ms in the setup described in Section 2.1. In future implementations it would
be a good idea to limit the curvature of the surface model in some way. Either by
introducing boundaries in the wls optimization problem or by temporally filter-
ing the surface parameters using the number of road nodes and their estimated
variance as confidence measurements.

6.2 Future Work

The implementation of this algorithm leaves some room for improvement, espe-
cially when it comes to the variance estimation in Section 3.1.2. With a more
accurate estimate of the variance the decision whether a node is inside or outside
specific boundaries, e.g. when thresholding for obstacles, will be less faulty. A
better curb estimation than the method suggested in Section 3.2 would be ben-
eficial for both the ransac and crf classifier. In the crf classifier the curb es-
timation could be incorporated as another classification option as suggested by
[Siegemund et al., 2010, 2011]. Further conclusions where that boundaries on
the road surface model could make the road estimation more robust. This would
however make the wls solution more computationally expensive. Another sug-
gestion was to temporally filter the surface model parameters using the number
of road nodes and their estimated variance as confidence measurements.

Lateral accuracy currently suffers due to the grid being vehicle fixed. Grid nodes
are shifted along x and y between every frame when the vehicle is in motion
which has the effect that nodes in the current frame generally have no correspond-
ing node at the same position in the previous frame. In this implementation the
solution was to interpolate data from the closest nodes to get information from
the previous frame, as described in Section 2.6. Making the grid world fixed
would be a more accurate approach with the disadvantage of added complexity
due to the grid being able to rotate relative the vehicle.

The histogram filter for determining node heights described in Section 3.1 works
well for surfaces parallell to the ground plane. However when measuring verti-
cal objects the suggested method does not work as well. Measurements along a
vertical line at a grid node do not give distinct peaks in the histogram and the
node height should rather be chosen as the highest measured value in a dense set
of measurements.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

can Controller Area Network
crf Conditional Random Fields
dem Digital Elevation Map
ransac Random Sample Consensus
wls Weighted Least-Squares

Notations

Notation Description

c Surface model parameter
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Cam Camera fixed coordinate system
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Vehicle Vehicle fixed coordinate system
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ)Ground Vehicle fixed coordinate system with ẑ orthogonal to

the ground
ω Roll angle
θ Pitch angle
ϕ Yaw angle
T Translation matrix
B Rotation matrix
H Transformation matrix
k Measurement index

x̂k|k−1 Predicted state
Pk|k−1 Predicted estimate variance
ỹk Innovation
Sk Innovation variance
Kk Optimal Kalman gain
x̂k|k Updated state estimate
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Notations

Notation Description

Pk|k Updated estimate variance
qk Process noise
rk Measurement noise
Qk Process noise variance
Rk Measurement noise variance
σ2
z Estimated height variance

i, t Node and Time index
l Node label, Road or Non-Road
ρ Node weight
p Node label probability
γ Node probability factor
β Tuning parameter
α Factor influence parameter
ν Normalization factor
f Factor node
v Variable node
µ Factor graph message
D Input dataset, dem
C Minimal Sample Set
C∗ Consensus Set
C∗∗ Final Consensus Set
M Initial Hypothesis
M∗ Final Hypothesis
RL Fitted Road Labels
RM Fitted Road Model
N Number of elements in D
NI Number of inliers in D
NIter Maximum number region hypotheses
d Data Point, grid node
n Minimal data points needed to estimate the surface

model
pI Probability of the elements in C all being inliers
ǫ Probability threshold of sampled points not contain-

ing outliers
βz Tuning parameter for weighing down the outliers

from the previous frame



A
Complete Flowchart
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Coordinate transformations

Grid sorting & height filtering

Temporal filtering

Road classification

Edge detection

Curve fitting

Road surface estimation

Height calculations

Detect obstacle nodes

Group obstacle nodes

Disparity data

Obstacle labeling

Figure A.1: Flowchart of the complete algorithm.
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